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Questions for the meeting tomorrow

Hi Dwight
I have a few questions for the PERC meeting and cannot attend in person. I am sending these for you all to consider
tomorrow as part of the review, I do not expect an answer back on these items from you or the committee.
Do you know if any system can do a 11by 17 page ballot. We have had to use an 11 by 17 in ballot in most even year
elections.
How does the audio and print database fit together? Do you have to have the audio completed before you can finalize
the database? Can you create a separate database for the accessible voting with audio and the paper database and
easily combine the results? For long ballots, having to wait for audio in the already very tight timelines can cause
significant delays in the process
Can any of the systems scramble ballot images upon export? If they can, scrambling the images would increase
anonymity and reduce cost in make exporting the images for public.
For all systems how is the image tied to the ballot? Seems like most rely on keeping them in order
What are the projected lifespans for each of the systems?
Can images be exported to use in any BOD system?
Can ballot name be custom edited to include district style and precinct in all systems? We name the styles in a way to
make it very easy for judges to tell what ballot they are giving a voter
Thanks for all your work on this project.
Hillary Hall
Boulder County Clerk and Recorder
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1750 33rd Street, Boulder. CO 80301
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